
Annual financial support 2014 
to the Friends of Qinghai 
 
The Chongren Foundation supports  

in 2014 several Nomad Moving Schools  

on the highlands of Qinghai, in the district  

of Zeku, at an average altitude of 3600 to 

3900 m above sea. 

	  



Ningxiu WALEMA moving nomad school 
 
52 km west of Zeku county. Population of 3100 people. 9 teaching sites for altogether 67 students in the pre-school 

education age. Budget of CHF 29´500 is higher than for other moving nomad schools because of the enormous size of  

the school and the need to provide each student with an e-book. First visit of the area in November 2013 by Chongren´s , 

delegate, a second one in early April 2014.. 



Map of the Ningxiu WALEMA moving nomad school  



Heri moving nomad school   
	   
70 km north west of Zeku city, in a very sparsely populated area with a total of 7300 people only for an area of 50 km 
to 30 km. This explains why there are 10 teaching sites for altogether 61 students in the pre-school age. The 
distribution of one e-book per family is expected to effectively help the young students to make solid progress in 
learning basic Tibetan, Chinese and a few words of English as well as basic knowledge in geography, history and 
arithmetic.	  



Map of the Heri moving nomad school  



Ningxiu GAQIANG moving nomad school  
  
120 km west of Zeku county in a sparsely populated area covering 30 km to 20 km. With a population of totally 3762 
people there a 48 students in the pre-school age to be instructed at 6 different teaching sites. The budget applied for 
amounts to CHF 27´000, including the acquisition of one e-book for each student. 



Map of the Ningxiu GAQIANG moving nomad school 	  
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